Field Trip!  
**June 10th**  
to the  
iCAN  
central headquarters:  
900 W. Seventh St.  
Little Rock  

**NO meeting at the church this month!**  

Meet at iCAN!!  

Public meeting  
(See article at right.)

We’re Traveling!  
**To Tour iCAN 900 West 7th St**  
Instead of regular meeting on June 10th!

iCAN is the Arkansas state wide Assistive Technology program designed to make technology available and accessible for everyone who needs it. Assistive technology (AT) is any kind of device or tool that helps people live, learn, work, and communicate more independently. AT can be very simple and inexpensive, like a modified knife.

iCAN stands for Increasing Capabilities Access Network and Tools for Life is our philosophy—assistive technology for everyone! iCAN offers a number of services to help Arkansans of all ages find the AT tools they need for home, school, work and getting around in the community. Rick Anderson, ATP, began his 19 year career in assistive technology at Alliance Homecare in 1998 where he worked as a rehab technician. He went on to work for Easter Seals of Arkansas for eight years repairing and adapting assistive technology equipment for their residential pediatric program. This is also where he learned all facets of assistive technology. In 2008, Rick began working for iCAN of Arkansas as a Program Coordinator for their assistive technology program. In this program he was able to use his assistive technology knowledge in real world applications to help Arkansans. With his past knowledge he was able to achieve the ATP certification from the Rehabilitation Engineering Society of North America (RESNA) in 2010. In November of 2015 Rick took over as Program Manager for iCAN where he is currently working. iCAN is a federally funded grant program by the U.S Department of Education re-authorized by Public Law (P.L) 108-364 the Assistive Technology Act of 2004. It is required to provide a comprehensive statewide program of technology-related assistance for individuals with disabilities of all ages.

Please MEET us at 10:00 AM June 10 at 900 W. Seventh Street in Little Rock and learn more about iCAN offerings that may just answer a need you have.
Probably the bottom line result of the article reprinted in this issue is the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette’s finding that “While at least one other state changed its laws after Skyline’s failure, Arkansas has not yet addressed a system that allowed an out-of-state operator, Skyline, to quickly acquire and then quickly jeopardize 1 in 10 of its licensed nursing home beds.” AANHR believes we can learn from past mistakes to take appropriate actions to prevent recurrences that jeopardize the care given our frailest Arkansans. Skyline’s homes were in many of our readers’ communities thus refuting the popular belief “that it can’t happen here.” Homes and locations involved this time listed below -- from information provided by the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette, April 28, 2019.

Skyline Health Care 22 Ownership Changes:

Sold 12 homes to
Infinity Healthcare Management
dba Waters

Locations:
Fort Smith
Hot Springs
Little Rock:
  Cumberland
  Riley Dr
  West Dixon Rd
  West Markham
  Mountain View
  Newport
  N. Little Rock
  Rogers
  Stamps
  White Hall

Sold 7 homes to
Community Compassion Centers of AR

Locations:
Batesville
Jonesboro
Magnolia
Nashville
Searcy
West Memphis
Yellville

Brogdon Grandchilren’s Trust:
  Hazen
  Lonoke

Ovation Health Systems:
  Dierks
Firm's fall risked care homes' frail

Collapse raises concern about state oversight of nursing homes' owners

An Atlanta man who must repay millions to swindled investors received licenses to operate two Arkansas nursing homes, exposing shortcomings in the state's vetting of potential providers, an Arkansas Democrat-Gazette investigation found. The backgrounds and qualifications of incoming nursing home operators have generated heightened attention since the collapse of Skyline Health Care, a national chain that was licensed to operate 10% of the state's 25,600 nursing home capacity when it failed last spring.

Skyline emerged from obscurity around 2015 to rapidly acquire more than 100 facilities across several states -- 22 in Arkansas -- before it cratered, its owners claiming insolvency. The chain's sudden collapse sent public health officials here and in other states scrambling to avoid evacuating Skyline nursing homes of thousands of frail residents.

Against that backdrop, the Democrat-Gazette this year began reviewing the state's transfer of former Skyline licenses to new operators. The newspaper learned:

- The Arkansas Department of Human Services was unaware of an $83.1 million fraud judgment in 2015 against new licensee Christopher Brogdon of Atlanta until the newspaper asked about it, according to spokesman Amy Webb. Webb called the finding "concerning."
- Arkansas approved the transfer of 19 other former Skyline licenses to two firms with business or management ties to the failed company, even after the state attorney general's office raised objections.
- Federal and state investigators grew alarmed with how the Human Services Department responded to the crisis. One federal agent asked whether state officials had been corrupted.
- State officials have little flexibility when it comes to vetting incoming providers, Webb said. Laws restrict the reasons for denying an applicant and limit insight into operators' finances and backgrounds.
- While at least one other state changed its laws after Skyline's failure, Arkansas has not yet addressed a system that allowed an out-of-state operator, Skyline, to quickly acquire and then jeopardize 1 in 10 of its licensed nursing home beds.

In a statement for this article, an advocate for nursing home residents said the Skyline ordeal is "only a small part of a much bigger problem" and called on Gov. Asa Hutchinson to "take a hard look at how nursing home licenses are handed out in this state." "Families need to know exactly what the state of Arkansas is doing to make sure that whoever applies for a nursing home license has both the experience and the financial wherewithal to take care of the residents," said the advocate, Martha Deaver, president of Arkansas Advocates for Nursing Home Residents. Webb defended Arkansas' approach to the overarching crisis as "thoughtful and thorough in a really difficult situation." "We wanted to make the right decisions for the residents, [to] make sure residents were safe and well cared for," Webb said. "They were our priority. And we feel like we made the best and most appropriate decisions."
SKYLINE'S DEMISE

Skyline's rise was swift; its fall even swifter. Joseph Schwartz, a longtime insurance broker who specialized in the health care industry, founded Skyline in 2005. He ran it from an office atop a Wood-Ridge, N.J., pizza parlor, according to news reports. In its first decade, Skyline owned six health care facilities, according to a biography Schwartz provided to Pennsylvania regulators, later published by Philly.com, the website for The Philadelphia Inquirer and Philadelphia Daily News. Beginning in 2015, Skyline acquired more than 70 nursing homes, most over a one-year period, according to the document. A former Arkansas spokesman for Skyline said the company operated 114 facilities nationwide at its peak.

On March 23, 2018, a Friday, Nebraska seized 21 Skyline nursing homes after learning that day that the company would not be able to make payroll. Within a week, Kansas moved to seize 15 Skyline nursing homes. South Dakota and Pennsylvania followed afterward, taking a combined 28 nursing homes from the company by May 2, according to news reports. Arkansas officials assumed control over just two of Skyline's nursing homes on May 4 through local court orders and appointed an Arkansas provider to manage the facilities in Hazen and Dierks. The state had not taken over a nursing home in more than three decades. Both properties had lost access to credit, meaning they were at risk of not being able to pay for necessities such as food or medical supplies, Webb said. The company's other 19 properties still had lines of credit, so state officials decided to increase monitoring at those locations -- sending staff members to each one at least once a week -- instead of seizing them, Webb said. Skyline had already sold one of its licenses at this point. Illinois-based Infinity Healthcare Management ultimately contracted with Skyline to temporarily manage the 19 homes, the agreement shows.

The approach diverged from other states. Months later, investigators probing Skyline expressed puzzlement over Arkansas' decision to seize only two of Skyline's homes. Webb said the 19 other homes, under stricter monitoring, were better run after Infinity stepped in. "There was food," Webb said. "The employees got paid. The vendors got paid. And [residents] were well cared for. At the end of the day, those are the really important things to us that we want to see at a facility. And we did see that with Infinity." Skyline simultaneously worked to find buyers for its remaining facilities. The Human Services Department approved the last of the licensing transfers in January. The outcome sparked more questions.

BROGDON TRUST

A trust managed by Brogdon, the Atlanta businessman, holds 100 percent interest in two newly formed limited liability corporations (LLCs) licensed to operate two former Skyline facilities in Hazen and Lonoke. The trust acquired the Lonoke license in February 2018, weeks before Skyline's problems exploded into public view. The trust received the Hazen license in September, while Skyline was offloading all of its licenses. Brogdon has a public track record of legal troubles. Yet, Arkansas officials detected none when they ran a background check on him, according to Webb. Such background checks flag criminal convictions or operators who are on interstate lists of excluded providers. But they do not pick up civil cases or criminal charges that were dropped as part of a settlement, Webb said. Even if officials had known of Brogdon's background, they may have been powerless to deny him the licenses, Webb said. That's because the state's default position is to approve change-of-ownership transfers unless an applicant meets one of four specific conditions set out in state law. Arkansas Code Ann. 20-10-224 says the department "may deny a license" if an applicant has a felony conviction, a license revocation in the past three years, runs facilities that had serious long-term care violations, or if other facilities failed to be in "substantial compliance" with standards in the past year.

Twenty years ago, Brogdon and a partner faced several criminal charges -- eight total counts of elder abuse, racketeering, Medicaid fraud and grand theft -- related to resident care at a Gainesville, Fla., nursing home they operated. Florida prosecutors dropped the charges against the duo in January 2000, court records show. Brogdon's dismissal sheet lists the reason as "2T," which means to be refiled later, according to the former state's attorney who signed the document. The charges were never refiled.
Of the other 20 Arkansas nursing homes Skyline once operated, one went to Ovation Health Systems, co-owned by Anthony and Bryan Adams of Conway. The remaining 19 were divided between two firms with direct connections to Skyline -- seven to a startup nonprofit called Community Compassion Centers of Arkansas and 12 to Infinity, the Illinois management company, records show.

‘THE GRINDER’

Executives of both firms distanced themselves from Skyline in interviews with the Democrat-Gazette. Community Compassion president and chairman Randy Wyatt, a Little Rock native, worked for Skyline as an executive vice president for public affairs. In that role Wyatt communicated with local communities, public officials and the media on the company's behalf. He also brokered a meeting between Skyline executives and Attorney General Leslie Rutledge's office, he said. Rutledge's office "had some questions about some issues that were going on and wanted to meet" in late 2017, Wyatt said, adding that he didn't remember the specific issue. In a series of four agreements with the attorney general's office, from April 2017 to May 2018, Skyline agreed to pay $205,000 in civil fines and staff training costs to settle 12 investigations by Rutledge's office into poor resident care, records show. For context, Rutledge's office fined all other nursing home operators $492,000 in 2017 and 2018.

Wyatt said he left Skyline in February 2018 after learning that the company did not pay for his health insurance despite deducting premiums from his paycheck. Wyatt learned that after being stuck with a $25,000 medical bill, he said. Several other employees were similarly burdened with large bills they didn't expect, he said. "That was the last straw. They hurt people," Wyatt said, adding that Skyline's owners "are not people I will associate with ever again."

Meanwhile, Infinity -- operating in Arkansas under the brand name "Waters" -- had long-standing business relationships with the Schwartz family that owned Skyline. Infinity's principals, Michael Blisko and Moishe Gubin, partnered with Schwartz's wife, Rosie, in two of their 14 Illinois nursing homes, according to that state's records. Rosie Schwartz held 30% and 20% interest in those properties, the records show. Arkansas officials delayed the ownership transfers for months, an abnormally long time, according to Webb and Gubin. The state put the company through "the grinder," Gubin said recently.

One of the reasons for the delay "was relationships with the Schwartzes," Webb said. Human Services Department officials learned that Schwartz family members held interest in Infinity; the state asked that the Schwartzes divest before the licensing transfer, Webb said. They complied, she said. "We requested that they divest because we weren't going to do business if it was going to be similar to Skyline," Webb said. "It was certainly a concern for us. But we saw [Infinity] acting in good faith." Gubin said that Infinity, which operates more than 70 properties across five states, has a strong reputation nationwide. "We have our own track record that stands on its own," Gubin said.

CONCERN EXPRESSED

Arkansas' approach to the national Skyline problem confounded investigators. An agent in the federal human services agency's inspector general's office asked whether "public corruption or inappropriate influence" explained Arkansas officials' approach, Deputy Attorney General Lloyd Warford wrote last August in an email to state Medicaid Inspector General Elizabeth Smith. Warford paraphrased the federal agent's concern and said he was opening an investigative case on Skyline in the email, which the newspaper obtained from the Arkansas Human Services Department through an open-records request.

Among 12 questions the Democrat-Gazette emailed to Rutledge's office this month was whether Warford was concerned about corruption within the Human Services Department during the Skyline crisis. "The emails available speak for themselves and any further correspondence constitute the attorney general's unpublished memoranda, working papers and correspondence, and are exempt from disclosure," communications director Amanda Priest replied. Priest provided a similar response for seven of the newspaper's questions, though she did confirm that the office's fraud investigation into Skyline is ongoing.
Also last August, Warford told Human Services Director Cindy Gillespie by email that Rutledge’s office was concerned about the pending license transfers. He cited a conference call with Nebraska and federal officials concerning an unidentified ex-Skyline director in that state who moved to a company that was acquiring the Arkansas licenses. “I was instructed to advise you that the Attorney General’s Office is opposed to allowing the transfer to occur if the facts as presented [in the call] are correct,” Warford wrote, adding that the office would help the department litigate if the denied applicant filed suit. Warford did not name the company in the email. Both Infinity and Community Compassion by then had notified Arkansas officials of their intent to buy some of the Skyline homes. When asked whether Warford believes the Human Services Department should have approved the change-of-ownership applications, Priest simply referred to Arkansas Code Ann. 20-10-224, which specifies the criteria the department may consider when reviewing application packets. Rutledge’s office “did express concern, but they did not give us grounds for denial,” Webb said. “I absolutely do not think there was anything untoward in how we handled it,” Webb said. “What is important to know about the Skyline situation is it was not just one person making decisions. There was a whole group of people together following this very closely.”

**ROUTINE PRACTICE**

Officials did not push new legislation related to the change-of-ownership process in the recently concluded legislative session, but Webb signaled openness to addressing the laws moving forward. “I don’t think we’d be opposed to looking at the [change-of-ownership] statutes and making changes,” Webb said. “It’s just not something we’ve done at this point, yet.” The Arkansas Health Care Association, which primarily represents nursing homes, is open to giving the state more authority during the vetting process, Executive Director Rachel Bunch said. “We want that to be done correctly, and we’re supportive of appropriate vetting,” Bunch said. “We’re trying to look at other states to see what they’re doing ... so we can be part of that conversation if [the Human Services Department] decides to go that route.”

In Kansas, where officials took over all 15 Skyline nursing homes last year, the Legislature passed a bill this month specifically in response to the crisis, officials said. The new law requires stricter disclosure of applicants’ finances, including a detailed budget for the first year of operation and evidence the applicant has access to sufficient “working capital.” It also bars any operator of seized homes from obtaining a license for 10 years. “We don’t want these types of operators in the state,” said Kim Lynch, chief counsel in the Kansas Department for Aging and Disability Services.

As the Skyline saga played out in Arkansas, one key point of contention between Rutledge’s office and the Human Services Department emerged, according to emails: the lack of a criminal fraud investigation. Craig Cloud, the Human Services Department official over provider quality assurance, said at an early 2018 meeting that included Rutledge that her office would receive a fraud referral within a week, according to one of Warford’s emails. That never happened. Cloud was unavailable for an interview for this article, Webb said. Ultimately, the department initiated a “recoupment” against Skyline for $4.7 million, essentially an administrative remedy rather than a criminal charge. Medicaid payment rates are based on costs nursing homes report to the state for resident care. Skyline in this case was accused of inflating its expenses through the long-term use of a staffing contract company, Webb said. Asked why this didn’t constitute fraud, Webb said it can be difficult to prove intent. The law is open to interpretation, she said. State officials saw it one way, and Skyline saw it another, so they resolved the problem by taking back the overpayment, a routine practice, she said.

Warford, the deputy attorney general, saw a different angle. “I don’t think DHS has anyone who really understands what fraud looks like,” he wrote in an August email to the state’s Medicaid inspector general, using the acronym for Arkansas’ largest agency. “Does DHS think Skyline did this by accident here in Arkansas?”

*Information for this article was contributed by Bobby Ampezzan for the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette. (reprinted from the Arkansas Democrat-Gazette, April 28, 2019)*
AANHR Special Thanks

We extend our heartfelt thanks to the following people and groups who make our outreach possible:

Gary Miller of Prosmart Printing for assistance in newsletter and brochure publication.

The Law Office of Bob Edwards and Mrs. Edwards for providing AANHR Good Care booklets

M. Darren O’Quinn, Attorney, Little Rock, for his continued assistance to and support of AANHR.

Paschall Strategic Communications for their continued assistance with public relations needs.

First Assembly of God Church in North Little Rock for providing AANHR a meeting room.

David Couch of The Law Offices of David A. Couch, PLLC, PA, for his support and assistance, and his providing POA documents pro bono.

AANHR Officers and Board Members

President - Martha Deaver, Conway (501-607-8976)
Vice President - Cindy Murders, Sheridan
Secretary - Julie Shaw, Memphis (901-508-0558)
Treasurer - Nancy Patterson, Searcy (501-278-6577)

Members of the Board: Martha Blount, Searcy (501-278-9168); James Brooks, North Little Rock (501-454-6279); Harry Burns Jr. White Hall (870-267-5298); and Ann Pinney, Benton (501-249-1084).

Newsletter Editors: Martha Blount, Searcy; Marcy Wilson, Sherwood

Helpful/Important Numbers

The Office of Long Term Care (OLTC) has a toll-free number for information, assistance and complaints for residents and family members:
1 - 800 - LTC - 4887 between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on weekdays.

You may also write to: Office of Long Term Care (OLTC)
P.O. Box 8059, Slot 400 Little Rock, AR 72203-8059
OLTC website: Http://humanservices.arkansas.gov/dms/Pages/oltcHome.aspx

You should also report complaints to the Arkansas Attorney General
Toll Free: 1 - 866 - 810 - 0016
Little Rock Local: 682 - 7760

For additional assistance or a listening ear, call AANHR at 501-607-8976 in Little Rock

Visit our website at www.aanhr.org or e-mail us at Info@aanhr.org
Your local Ombudsman’s number should be posted in a prominent place in the nursing home, preferably near the front entrance. You may also call your local Area Agency on Aging to secure the name and phone number of the Ombudsman.

The UALR Senior Justice Center can be reached at: 501 - 683 - 7153.
www.ualr.edu/senior justice
Strength in Numbers, AANHR Needs You!!
AANHR is a nonprofit organization run by non-paid volunteers dedicated to protecting and improving the quality of care and life for Arkansas residents in long term care facilities.

Won’t you please lend your support to us by joining our organization? Your membership dues help to pay for our activities that support our mission statement. Memberships are available on a calendar year basis. Join now and you will be a member through December 31, 2019.

Today’s Date ________________________________

Name______________________________________

Mailing address________________________________

City/State/Zip________________________________

Phone_______________________________________

Email_______________________________________

( ) I wish to receive the AANHR newsletter.
( ) $20 per family or corporate membership.
( ) Waive dues because of financial hardship.

Please make checks payable to: AANHR and mail to 111 River Oaks Blvd, Searcy AR 72143.

Driving directions to
First Assembly of God Church,
4501 Burrow Road, North Little Rock

Coming from the North:
When driving South on Highway 67/167, take exit #1A onto Warden Road. As soon as you safely can, move into the right-hand lane, as you will be turning right at the Golden Corral Restaurant onto Commercial Drive.

Coming from East, West or South:
If you are on either I-30 or I-40, take Highway 67/167 North. Take exit #2 onto Landers Road. Stay in the left-hand lane, as you will be turning left and going under Highway 67/167 and enter Warden Road going southbound. As soon as you safely can, move into the right-hand lane, as you will be turning right at the Golden Corral Restaurant onto Commercial Drive.

Commercial Drive terminates at the church. Proceed straight across Burrow Road into the church’s parking lot past the overhang at south end of building. Then, turn right to drive down the narrow alley-like drive (fire lane).

The canopied entry door is about half-way down the alley and the meeting room (#102) is located on the left just inside this door off the alley-drive.